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1. Introduction. :, the algebra of real quarternions, is a four-dimensional
division algebra over the real field 3 with basis io 1, il i i3 ili and
with multiplication determined by the associative and distributive laws and
ii -i.il, , -1. A typical element of is Xo xi xiz
xi with the x, from the real field . We will find it conveent to write in
the form Xo W p where Xo and p x x W x are real and where

(xi W xi + xi)/p is a unit vector quaternion, i.e. z -1. For
ed , the elements of the form xo W p form a subspace of isomorphic
to the complex field . Such a subspace will be called a complex plane, or a
complex field, of and will be denoted by ().

Since is a generalization of the algebra of complex numbers it is oy
reasonable that there have been several attempts to d a distinguished class
of functio on havg properties analogous to the class of analytic func-
tions of a complex variable. R. Fueter and his students (for a complete fist
of references see [3]) had considerable success this dkection, usg, as a
generalization of the Cauchy-Riema equations, the left-regularity condition,

0 O +iO O(1.1) + i, Ox + i--Oz r() O.

From his, and he eorrespondg righ-regularRy condition, hey developed
analogies of Cauehy’s Theorem, Taylor’s Theorem, and Morera’s Theorem
and many oher results.
The properties of he regular functions re ceraly very desirable, bu i is

somewha disappog ha his cla does no even eona he ideniy
function I() , or ny oher polynomial .
isigaki [] aemped o oba an analo of auehy’s Theorem for fune-

ions who Hausdo-derenial had Mee or less erms. isigki’s results
are corree as is shown in [1].
inehar [8] has rodueed and motivated he sudy of he class of inrinsie

funeio on a lear associative algebra , wih idenRy, over a field . Le
be he group of all auomorphisms and niauomorphisms of which leave

element-wise invarian.

DrIO 1.1. A et ol deent wil[ be eled ntrne set ol
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